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Phase-change devices exhibit characteristic threshold switching from the reset (off) to the set (on)

state. Mainstream understanding of this electrical switching phenomenon is that it is initiated

electronically via the influence of high electric fields on inter-band trap states in the amorphous

phase. However, recent work has suggested that field induced (crystal) nucleation could instead be

responsible. We compare and contrast these alternative switching “theories” via realistic

simulations of device switching both with and without electric field dependent contributions to the

system free energy. Results show that although threshold switching can indeed be obtained purely

by electric field induced nucleation, the fields required are significantly larger than experimentally

measured values. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4729551]

Electrical phase change memories (PCMs) are of much

topical interest as a potential next-generation non-volatile

memory technology1,2 and for possible advanced applica-

tions in such areas as arithmetic and neuromorphic process-

ing.3,4 PCMs utilize a reversible switching transition from a

high-resistance (amorphous) state to low-resistance (crystal-

line) state in order to store data. A characteristic feature of

the electrically driven amorphous to crystalline (SET) transi-

tion is the existence of a threshold electric field that must be

exceeded for switching to occur. Mainstream understanding

of this switching phenomenon is that it is initiated electroni-

cally via the influence of high electric fields on the inter-

band trap states.5–7 However, recent work has suggested that

field induced (crystal) nucleation could instead be

responsible,7–12 and models for such field-induced nucleation

were able to explain several experimental observations on

PCM devices, such as the occurrence of relaxation oscilla-

tions8,9 and the relationship between switching voltage (and

temperature) and switching delay time.10 Most models of

field-induced nucleation presented to date have concentrated

on the role of the electric field in lowering the nucleation

barrier and the associated critical nucleus size, an approach

extended recently by ourselves to include a fuller kinetic

treatment that can identify field ranges where electric field

effects might play a significant role in the crystallization of

“bulk” samples.13 However, the inclusion of possible field-

induced nucleation effects in physically realistic models of

electrical switching in actual PCM devices has so far been

lacking. Therefore, in this letter, we investigate the SET

(amorphous to crystal) transition in phase-change

“mushroom” type cells both with and without electric field-

induced nucleation effects; by this approach, we hope to

determine whether or not field-induced nucleation is indeed

the driving force behind the characteristic threshold switch-

ing behavior of PCMs.

To model the PCM switching process, we combine

electrical, thermal, and phase-transformation models. The

electrical and thermal models are implemented using finite-

element software (COMSOL
TM) and solve, simultaneously, the

Laplace and heat-diffusion equations. In the conventional

approach to electrical modeling of PCMs, the experimentally

observed threshold switching effect is usually described by

some form of field-dependent electrical conductivity for the

amorphous phase.1,5,6,13,14 However, if threshold switching

is really a result of field induced nucleation rather than a

field-dependent conductivity of the amorphous phase, then

an appropriate modeling approach is to include electric field

energy terms in the crystallization model while excluding

field-dependent conductivity from the electrical model; we

use just such an approach below and compare the results to

those obtained from a more conventional switching model.

Our phase-transformation model uses a Gillespie cellu-

lar automata (GCA) approach that combines thermodynamic

features of rate-equation approaches15 with elements from

probabilistic cellular automata (PCA) models16,17 and phase-

field models;18,19 in addition, it uses the Gillespie algo-

rithm20 for efficient time-stepping. Our GCA model has been

previously described in detail21 and in summary considers a

homogeneous, isotropic material in a square lattice where

the state of the material is described through a set of points

in the lattice that can be either crystalline or amorphous. The

state of each point (i,j) in the lattice is described by two

quantities; rij, the phase of the (i,j) site (which takes the val-

ues 0 and 1 for amorphous and crystalline, respectively), and

Uij which defines an orientation (with two adjacent crystal-

line sites belonging to same crystallite (crystal grain) if they

have the same orientation). The local changes that can occur

are defined by three events: nucleation, where site (i,j) and

an adjacent site, originally both amorphous, become a single

crystallite; growth, where site (i,j), originally amorphous,

becomes attached to an adjacent crystal; dissociation, where

site (i,j), originally crystalline, detaches from the crystal of

which it is a part to become amorphous. The rate at which

each of these three events occur is determined by the system

energy, which is usually described in terms of the Gibbs free

energy G, where G¼ (Ar�Vg) and A and V are the surface

area and volume, respectively, of a crystal cluster, r is the

surface energy, and g is the bulk free energy difference

0003-6951/2012/100(25)/253105/4/$30.00 VC 2012 American Institute of Physics100, 253105-1
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between phases. Traditionally (i.e., in most theoretical treat-

ments of crystallization in phase-change materials and devi-

ces2,5,14), the bulk energy difference term g is considered to

be purely temperature dependent (for example, as g(T)¼Hf

(7T/Tm)[(Tm� T)/(Tmþ 6T)] where Hf is the enthalpy of

fusion and Tm is the melting point15). However, as pointed

out in recent works,7–12 the formation of a (relatively) high-

conductivity crystal nucleus in an otherwise (relatively) non-

conducting amorphous matrix will decrease the electrostatic

energy of the system. This additional energy term is incorpo-

rated into our GCA simulator by adding an electric field term

to the bulk free energy difference g such that it is now a

function of both temperature and electric field, i.e.,

g(T,E)¼ g(T)þ g(E) where g(E)¼ 0.5E2e/n and e (¼ e0er) is

the permittivity, and n is the depolarizing factor.13 The rate

R(T,E) at which a site (i,j) transforms from amorphous to

crystalline is thus given by21

RðT;EÞ ¼ �:exp � na

kT

� �
exp

LðTm � TÞ
T

� rA

2kT
þ eE2Vm

2nkT

� �
;

(1)

where na is the activation energy, Vm is the volume of a basic

unit (monomer) of the crystalline phase (for example, in

Ge2Sb2Te5, this is estimated15 to be 2.9 � 10�22 cm3), k is

Boltzmann’s constant, t is a frequency factor, and L¼Hf

Vm/2kTm. Equation (1) together with the algorithmic steps

for the GCA simulator described previously21 thus enable re-

alistic simulation of phase-transitions in phase-change mate-

rials and devices, including the role of any electric field

induced nucleation effects.

Before we turn our attention to PCM devices, we first

investigate the role that electric field induced nucleation

might play in the crystallization of “bulk” phase-change ma-

terial. We consider the commonly used Ge2Sb2Te5 alloy and

evaluate the time taken for a sample of such material to com-

pletely crystallize under the influence of various (constant

and uniform) temperatures and electric fields. Results are

shown in Fig. 1(a) for the case of an 80 nm � 80 nm sample

area and for the parameter values (taken from the

literature113–15) of na¼ 2.0 eV, Hf¼ 1121 Jcm�3, r¼ 0.066

Jm�2, e¼ 100, Tm¼ 889 K, and t¼ 4 � 1022 Hz. Figure 1

shows that at (relatively) low field values (<100 MVm�1),

the overall crystallization time at any particular temperature

is relatively unaffected by the presence of the field, but at

larger fields (>100 MVm�1), there can be a reduction in

crystallization time. For example, the sample crystallizes in

�31 ns at a temperature of �405 �C for E lying between

1 MVm�1 and 100 MVm�1, but for E � 300 MVm�1, a

reduced temperature of 385 �C yields the same crystalliza-

tion time. Note that the crystallization temperatures here are

much higher than those reported from standard calorimetry

(DSC) measurements of Ge2Sb2Te5 (e.g., 155 �C in Ref. 22),

but that recent ultra-fast DSC measurements23 have shown

that the crystallization temperature increases dramatically

with heating rate (e.g., from �180 �C at 50 Ks�1 to �350 �C
at 40 000 Ks�1).

The results of Fig. 1(a) are of a similar form to those

from a previous work in which only nucleation effects were

considered.13 The GCA approach however enables a more

physically realistic simulation of nucleation and growth

effects; moreover, by identifying the dominant crystalliza-

tion mechanism in various regions of the (T,E) crystallization

“map” of Fig. 1(a), we gain additional information on the

likely role of field induced nucleation. For example, at all

temperatures below �420 �C in Fig. 1, we found that crystal-

lization proceeds primarily by nucleation, as typified by the

crystal structure shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c); this behavior

is consistent with the usual description of Ge2Sb2Te5 as a

“nucleation-dominant” material.24,25 On the other hand, tem-

peratures above �480 �C, when coupled with fields less than

around 100 MVm�1, lead to growth-dominated crystalliza-

tion, as typified by the structure shown in Fig. 1(d) and con-

sistent with recent experimental results showing that the

growth velocity of Ge2Sb2Te5 at relatively high temperatures

is high.23,26 Interestingly however, at high temperatures and

high fields (>100 MVm�1), the crystallization behavior

again becomes more influenced by nucleation, as shown in

Fig. 1(e), indicating that the electric field induced nucleation

is playing a significant role in this region.

We now turn our attention to the study of electric field

effects in a typical PCM device, specifically one with the

“mushroom” cell structure shown in Fig. 2, with the aim of

ascertaining whether or not field induced nucleation alone

can account for the characteristic threshold switching. As

outlined above, we use COMSOL
TM finite-element software for

the (2D cylindrically symmetric) electro-thermal simula-

tions, while crystallization is modeled using our own GCA

code linked to (called from) COMSOL
TM. The GCA uses a rec-

tangular mesh with square elements of size �0.82 nm (corre-

sponding to the diameter of a “monomer” or “molecule” of

Ge2Sb2Te5—see Ref. 15 for more details). The time step for

the GCA simulations is determined by the Gillespie
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FIG. 1. (a) (top) Crystallization times and (b) to (e) crystal structures (each

80 nm � 80 nm) for Ge2Sb2Te5 as a function of both temperature and elec-

tric field. The positions on the map in (a) to which the structures (b) to (e)

relate are marked by the letters B, C, D, and E, respectively.
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algorithm, whereas for the electro-thermal simulations, the

time step was 0.5 ns (chosen to ensure proper simulation of

heating and cooling rates while giving reasonable computa-

tional times). The crystallization behavior and the electrical

response of the PCM cell were investigated (compared)

using three different approaches. Method I implements the

conventional understanding of phase-change switching

behavior, i.e., the amorphous phase conductivity is electric-

field dependent, here as described by Ielmini and Zhang in

Ref. 6, but the electric field does not contribute to the bulk

free energy difference term, i.e., g¼ g(T). Method II adds to

this conventional approach the field energy term in the free

energy, i.e., g¼ g(T,E) to allow for the reduction of system

energy by the formation of (relatively) high conducting crys-

tal nuclei in an insulating (amorphous) matrix. Method III

removes from the switching simulation any effects of the

electric field on the conductivity of the amorphous phase but

does allow for field induced crystallization; if such field

induced crystallization is indeed the driving force for thresh-

old switching in phase-change devices, then we should

expect to see the characteristic threshold-type I-V curves for

simulations using method III.

The results of I-V simulations for the PCM device of

Fig. 2 are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b); in all cases, a 30 ns/

30 ns ramped up/down excitation voltage was used and a

10 kX resistor was placed in series with the PCM cell (and

the material parameters used in the simulations are given in

Table I). Curve A in Fig. 3(a) is the I–V curve obtained using

a “conventional” simulation approach, i.e., assuming the

amorphous phase conductivity is electric field dependent but

that the electric field does not contribute to the free energy

(Method I); as expected, characteristic threshold switching is

observed with the threshold voltage being around 1 V, in line

with published experimental results for this type of de-

vice.5,6,27 Also shown in Fig. 3(a) is the I–V curve obtained

when the field dependent conductivity has been removed

from the simulation (curve B); here no switching is evident

even for relatively high applied voltages (3 V case shown,

but no switching was observed even when the maximum

voltage applied was increased to 4 V). Fig. 3(b) shows the

I–V curves obtained when including the field dependent term

in the free energy. Curve C in Fig. 3(b) is obtained by

method III (i.e., the amorphous phase conductivity is not

field dependent, but the field does contribute to the free

energy); threshold switching is again evident but requires a

significantly increased voltage (>2.5 V); indeed, smaller vol-

tages than this produce no evidence of switching (as shown

in case D). Also shown for completeness in Fig. 3(b) is the

I–V curve (E) simulated using method II, i.e., assuming both

a field dependent conductivity and a field term in the free

energy. From these I–V curves, it would seem that both a

field dependent conductivity (of the amorphous phase) and a

field dependent term in the free energy are capable of gener-

ating the characteristic threshold switching, either operating

separately (as in curves A and C) or in tandem (curve E).

However, the voltages and fields required to induce

TiN

SiO2

GST

Switching 
Zone

TiN

W(Tungsten)

mn005mn005 300nm

100nm

60nm

100nm

120nm

60nm

FIG. 2. Schematic of the PCM “mushroom” cell used for the device

simulations.

FIG. 3. Simulated I–V curves for the PCM device of Fig. 2. Curve A in (a) is the I–V curve obtained by method I (i.e., amorphous phase conductivity is elec-

tric field dependent but the electric field does not contribute to the free energy); note that threshold switching occurs at just over 1 V, in line with published ex-

perimental results (e.g., see Refs. 5 and 6). Also shown in (a) is case B for which the field dependent conductivity has been removed from the simulation and

no switching is evident even for high applied voltages. Case C in (b) is the I–V curve obtained by method III (i.e., the amorphous phase conductivity is not field

dependent, but the field does contribute to the free energy); threshold switching is again evident but requires a significantly increased voltage (>2.5 V); indeed,

smaller voltages than this produce no evidence of switching (see curve D). Also shown (curve E) for completeness is the I–V curve simulated using method II

(i.e., field dependent conductivity and field term in free energy).

TABLE I. Material parameters.

K (W/mK) C (J/m3K) r (Xm)�1

TiN (heater) 17 7 � 105 1.12 � 105

TiN (electrode) 19 2.16 � 106 5 � 106

SiO2 1.4 3.1 � 106 1 � 10�16

W (electrode) 175 2.35 � 106 18 � 106

Ge2Sb2Te5 (amorph) 0.2 1.25 � 106 r0am.exp(Dnam/KT)a

Ge2Sb2Te5 (crystal) 0.5 1.25 � 106 r0crys.exp(Dncrys/KT)a

aSee Ref. 14.
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switching when we only include field dependent free energy

in the simulations are large. This is exemplified in Fig. 4,

where we compare the simulated temperature and fields in

the “active” region of the PCM cell, and the final re-

crystallized structure, for simulations using method I (Figs.

4(a) and 4(c)) and method III (Figs. 4(b) and 4(d)). Movies

of the entire switching/crystallization process for the case of

Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) corresponding to switching driven by

purely electronic processes (field-dependent amorphous

phase conductivity) and purely field-induced nucleation are

given in the supplementary multimedia information.

With a field dependent term in the free energy, but no

field dependent conductivity, the fields required to induce

switching are huge (�300 MVm�1, see Fig. 4(b)) whereas

with field dependent conductivity (and no field dependent

free energy term), the threshold fields are much more reason-

able (�60 MVm�1) and in line with those measured experi-

mentally.28 We also note that varying any of the relevant

parameters in (1) within what is thought to be a reasonable

range did not result in a significant reduction in the threshold

field for the field induced nucleation case.

In conclusion, physically realistic simulations of the

SET (i.e., crystallization) process in electrical phase-change

(Ge2Sb2Te5) memory devices have shown that the threshold

switching characteristic of such devices can be obtained by a

mechanism driven purely by electric field induced nuclea-

tion, as recently suggested.7–12 However, the fields necessary

for such threshold switching by field induced nucleation

alone are relatively high, being of the order 300 MVm�1.

This is significantly larger than experimentally measured

threshold fields28 of around 56 MVm�1 (though we note that

such experimental measurements are for lateral cells rather

than the “mushroom” type cell considered here, and that

threshold fields in other types of device such as the recently

reported “interfacial” phase-change memory29 may well be

different). The threshold fields and switching voltages pre-

dicted using the more conventional explanation of threshold

switching, i.e., electronic processes leading to a field-

dependent amorphous phase conductivity, are much closer to

those measured experimentally.
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FIG. 4. Simulated device temperatures and electric fields ((a) and (b)) dur-

ing the SET pulse at the time of the maximum field (i.e., at 22 ns for (a) and

26 ns for (b)) and crystallization structure ((c) and (d)) at the end of the SET

pulse (the white contour shows the spatial extent of the starting amorphous

dome and different colors correspond to different crystallite orientations).

Figures (a) and (c) were obtained using method I (i.e., switching is electroni-

cally driven as described in Ref. 6), whereas (b) and (d) were obtained using

method III (i.e., switching is driven by field-induced nucleation). The SET

pulse was rectangular and of 60 ns duration in all cases, but the pulse ampli-

tude in (b) and (d) was higher than in (a) and (c) (2.6 V and 2 V, respec-

tively). Movies of the switching/crystallization process with and without the

electric field energy included in the Gibbs free energy (enhanced online)
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